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Visit
Welcome to Notre Dame

The Golden Dome is only part of the experience.
 


	Home
	 › Visit


The University hosts visitors year-round for conferences, competitions, athletic events, and prospective student visits. In every instance, we hope the pride we have in this place is on display in everyone who greets our guests on campus.

Athletics and Special Events

Visit Football Gameday to purchase tickets to Fighting Irish athletic events and learn about other gameday information such as traffic, parking, clear bag policies, accessibility, and more. To complete your gameday or learn more about special events such as concerts, Experience Notre Dame provides details on where to eat, where to shop, and what to do with a complete listing of campus events and retail location information. 



University Events



 Mar
 20
 

 

"Safeguarding Democracy in an Era of AI and Digital Disinformation": A Conversation with Maria Ressa

  Wed, Mar 20 at 7:00 pm


 
 


 Mar
 21
 

 

Concert — "Cosmic Wonder": Bach, Montgomery, Haydn with new Sacred Music Chamber Orchestra and Soloists

  Thu, Mar 21 at 7:30 pm


 
 


 Mar
 22
 

 

[CANCELED] Ten Years Hence Lecture — "Symbiotic Human-AI Interaction: Examples of AI in Robot and AI in Finance"

  Fri, Mar 22 at 10:40 am


 
 


 Mar
 22
 

 

Lecture — “Gender, Justice and Joy: Legal Travels through the Patriarchy, Suppressed Speech and Corporate Crime”

  Fri, Mar 22 at 12:00 pm


 
 



View all events



Getting Here

By Air

South Bend International Airport is about 15 minutes by car from the Notre Dame campus (flights should be booked to South Bend, Indiana -- airport code SBN). Various transportation methods are available (e.g., taxi, rental car, limo).

Visitors also can fly into Chicago then drive to Notre Dame. The University is about two hours by car from Chicago’s O’Hare International Airport and about 90 minutes from Midway International Airport. 

By Train

The South Shore Line trains run directly from the Chicago Loop (at the corner of Michigan and Randolph) to South Bend International Airport (about a three-hour trip). From the airport, the Notre Dame campus is approximately a 15-minute ride by car. Various transportation methods are available (e.g., taxi, rental car, ride-hailing service).

Conferences and Accommodations

Experience Notre Dame provides clients assistance with everything from conferences and meetings to weddings and special Notre Dame experiences. Services include venue bookings, event planning, registration assistance, personalized consulting, on-site event support, and more.

In addition, Morris Inn provides guests with unparalleled comfort right in the heart of campus. The Inn is a AAA 4-Diamond Hotel, placing it in the top five percent of hotels in the U.S. Since its opening in 1952 and extensive renovation in 2013, Morris Inn continues to be the “living room of the University.”



Notre Dame Introduces ParkMobile for Visitor Parking

ParkMobile is a popular parking application that allows visitors to use their mobile devices to pay for hourly parking instead of a centralized pay station. Football fans already use ParkMobile for gameday parking, and now all campus visitors will be able to use it for their weekday parking needs.

Faculty, staff, and students with a valid Notre Dame parking permit do not need to purchase additional parking through ParkMobile.

Departments that would like to reimburse guests for special events can visit police.nd.edu/parking for more information.
 

Eck Visitors Center

100 Eck Center
Notre Dame, IN 46556
(574) 631-5726



Undergrad Admissions Office

McKenna Hall
Notre Dame, IN 46556
(574) 631-7505



ND Mobile App

	Download for Apple
	Download for Android




Campus Map

	Online
	
Downloadable PDF (541 KB)
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	Experience Notre Dame
	Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore
	Alumni Association
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	Parking Information
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Quick Links
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	Tour
	InsideND
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